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Abstract

Lymphangioma is a benign tumor involving lymphatic channels. They are common among the tumors occurring in the head and neck region but intraoral lymphangioma are rare in occurrence. In this mini review an attempt has been made to describe in brief the etiopathogenesis, clinical features, differential diagnosis, histopathological features, imaging features and treatment of this condition.
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Introduction

Lymphangioma is a benign tumors involving lymphatic channels and is mostly confined in the head and neck region in about majority of cases [1,2]. Lymphangiomas occur commonly at birth or before the age of two [3]. In the oral cavity anterior two-thirds of the tongue is most commonly involved site [4]. Some synrome and conditions like Turner syndrome, Noonan syndrome, trisomies, cardiac anomalies, and fetal alcohol syndrome are commonly associated with lymphangiomas [3] with this background an attempt has been made to briefly review the features of oral lymphangiomas.

Review Findings

Lymphangiomas are classified according to the vessels diameter into: capillary or micro cystic, cavernous or macro cystic and cystic or hygroma lymphangioma [5]. The etiopathogenesis of lymphangiomas have been explained on the basis of two possible theories [6]. The first one elucidates that the lymphatic system progress from five primitive sacs of venous system and endothelial out pouching spread from jugular sac centrifugally to form the lymphatic system. The second school of thinking states that the lymphatic system develops from mesenchymal clefts in the venous plexus reticulum and spread centripetally toward the jugular sac [6-8]. Although lymphangiomas commonly occur in the head and neck region, intraoral lymphangiomas are rare [9]. Among the intraoral sites the dorsum of the tongue is commonly involved [9]. Clinical examination of the lymphangiomas usually reveals a slow growing, painless soft tissue mass. The lesions of lymphangioma may be located superficially superficial or within deeper tissues [10,11].

Clinically superficial lesions demonstrate as elevated nodules, pink or yellow color or appear as transparent grouped vesicles, further course of time due to secondary hemorrhage become the lesion becomes reddish or purple. On the other hand the deeper lesions show as soft, diffuse masses with normal color [10,11]. Oral lymphangiomas involving the anterior two-thirds of the tongue frequently cause macroglossia [12]. The involved tongue surface demonstrates a pebbly surface, appearing like a cluster of translucent vesicles and is often referred to as frog eggs or tapioca pudding appearance. Deeper lesions on the tongue present as soft, ill-defined masses resulting in macroglossia [12]. Though lymphangioma is a benign tumor it may infrequently lead to difficulties due to its penetrating nature, unlimited demarcation, and involvement of surrounding vital structures [12].

The diagnosis of lymphangioma based on a combination of classical clinical features histopathological examination and some imaging methods. Commonly used imaging modalities are ultrasound and angiography [13]. Precise demarcation of extension of the lesion is needed for surgical planning [14]. Ultrasound imaging usually exhibits unilocular or multilocal cystic masses with smooth, thin/ thick or irregular walls [14]. Lymphangioma is isointense to muscle on T1-weighted and hyperintense to fat on T2-weighted Magnetic resonance (MR) images. Researchers have stated that MR imaging delineates the tumor lesion extension more clearly than ultrasound and Computerized tomography (CT) scans [15]. Angiography also plays important role in diagnosis of lymphangioma because ultrasonography tends to usually detect the cystic nature and fluid component of a lymphangioma whereas angiography will rule out vascular lesions [16]. The list of possible differential diagnosis is commonly considered for oral lymphangioma include hemangioma, lingual thyroid, granular cell tumor and infectious swellings [17].

Histological Lymphangioma exhibit propagation of lymphatic vessels with lymph in the vessels with erythrocytes and lymphocytes.
The superficial lesion consists of distended lymph vessels lined by flat endothelial cells in a intermittent layer immediately subjacent to the oral epithelium. Deeper lesion shows uneven, widened, and interconnected lymphatic vessels [18]. Advanced investigative methods include detection of definite antibodies for lymphatic endothelium are VEGFR3 (vascular endothelial growth factor receptor 3), podoplanin, lymphatic vessel endothelial HA receptor-1 (LYVE-1), Prox1 and D2-40. Podoplanin and D2-40 monoclonal antibody. These factors aid in distinguishing lymphatic endothelial cells from blood vessels.[14] Several treatment modalities have been used for the treatment of lymphangiomas. The important treatment modalities include surgical excision, radiation therapy, cryotherapy, electrocautery, sclerotherapy, steroid administration, ligation, and laser surgery [19].

Conventional management involves surgical elimination of involved tissue without harming vital structures. Due to the anatomical complexity of the head and neck, surgical option can be cosmetically and/or functionally morbid at times As a result of this, nonsurgical therapies like diathermy, cryotherapy, radiation therapy, fibrin glue, and percutaneous sclerotherapy have gained popularity.[20] Sclerosants that have been used include sodium morrhuate, dextrose, hypertonic saline, tetracycline, doxycycline, acetic acid, ethanol, boiling water, and OK-432 [20]. Factor OK432, a protein derived from a culture of Streptococcus pyogenes has been clearly successful in the treatment of Lymphangioma. The OK432 leads to augmented endothelial porousness and lymph drainage through white blood cell activation and cytokine production [20].

The main benefit of OK-432 over other sclerosing agents is the lack of perilesional fibrosis [21]. Another important treatment modality is cryotherapy and has been observed that lymphangiomas are very suitable for treatment by cryosurgery because of their elevated fluid content and reduced blood supply [22]. In majority of the cases lymphangiomas have a good prognosis, when they do not involve important structures. However important structures are involved the treatment must be more conservative for a better life quality of the patient [23]. Some of the researchers have noted a higher rate of recurrence (as high as 39%) in cases of infiltrative lymphangiomas [24].

Conclusion

Although lymphangioma is benign in nature and its occurrence in the oral cavity is extremely rare, it is important that a health care provider like dentist is conscious of the existence of such lesion in order to promote a precise diagnosis, and therefore, a proper treatment can be rendered for this disorder.
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